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ABSTRACT. We introduce the notion of zero invariant and idempotent fuzzy 
BCC-subalgebras in BCC-algebras with respect to an s-norm, and investigate 
some of their properties. 
1. Introduction 
BCK-algebras form an important class of algebras introduced by K. Iseki and 
were extensively investigated by several researchers. The class of all BCK-alge-
bras is a quasivarioty. K. Iseki posed an interesting problem (solved in [17]) 
whether the class of all BCK-algebras is a variety. In connection with this 
problem, Y. K o m o r i introduced in [15] a notion of BCC-algebras, and 
W. A. D u d e k (cf. [2], [3]) redefined the notion of BCC-algebras by using 
a dual form of the ordinary definition in the sense of Y. K o m o r i . 
L. A. Z a d e h [20] introduced the notion of fuzzy sets. At present this con-
cept has been applied to many mathematical branches, such as groups, functional 
analysis, probability theory, topology, and so on. In 1991, O. G. X i [18] applied 
this concept to BCK-algebras, and he introduced the notion of fuzzy subalge-
bras (ideals) of the BCK-algebras with respect to minimum, and since then 
Y. B. J u n at al. studied fuzzy subalgebras and fuzzy ideals (cf. [11], [12], [13]), 
and moreover several fuzzy structures in BCC-algebras are considered (cf. [4], 
[5], [7], [8]). 
In this paper, we introduce the notion of zero invariant and idempotent fuzzy 
BCC-subalgebras in BCC-algebras with respect to an 5-norm, and investigate 
some of their properties. We consider also the direct product and s-normed 
product of zero invariant fuzzy BCC-subalgebras of BCC-algebras with respect 
to an 5-norm. 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i on : Primary 06F35, 03G25, 94D05. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In the present paper a binary multiplication will be denoted by juxtaposition. 
Dots we use only to avoid repetitions of brackets. For example, the formula 
((xy)(zy))(xz) = 0 will be written as (xy • zy) • xz = 0 . 
A non-empty set G with a constant 0 and a binary operation denoted by 
juxtaposition is called a BCC-algebra if for all x,y,z G G the following axioms 
hold: 
(i) (xy-zy) • xz = 0, 
(ii) xx = 0, 
(iii) 0x = 0, 
(iv) xO = x, 
(v) xy = 0 and yx = 0 imply x = y. 
Any BCK-algebra is a BCC-algebra, but there are BCC-algebras which are 
not BCK-algebras (cf. [3]). Note that a BCC-algebra is a BCK-algebra if and 
only if it satisfies: 
xy • z = xz - y . (1) 
On any BCC-algebra (similarly as in the case of BCK-algebras) one can define 
the natural ordering < by putting 
x < y <=> xy = 0. (2) 
It is not difficult to verify that this order is partial and 0 is its smallest 
element. Moreover, in any BCC-algebra G, the following are true: 
xy < x , (3) 
xy • zy < xz , (4) 
x < y :=> xz <yzh zy < zx . (5) 
A fuzzy set in a set G is any function fi: G —> [0,1]. For a G [0,1], the set 
L(/z; a) := {x G G : fi(x) < a} is called a lower level set of / i . A fuzzy set 
// in a BCC-algebra G is called a fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G if it satisfies the 
inequality: 
fi(xy) > mm{fi(x),^(y)} 
for all x,y G G. 
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3. Idempotent fuzzy BCC-subalgebras 
In the following, let G denote a BCC-algebra unless otherwise specified. 
DEFINITION 3.1. ([19]) A binary operation S on the interval [0,1] is called 
an s-normr if 
(S.) S(a,0) = a, 
(52) S(a,p) < S(a,-y) whenever p < 7 , 
(53) S(a,p) = S(p,a), 
(54) S(a,S(p,1)) = S(S(a,P),1) 
for all a, (3,7 6 [0,1]. 
Note that max{a,/3} < S(a,0) for all a,/3 6 [0,1]. Moreover, ([0,1]; S) is 
a commutative semigroup with 0 as the neutral element. In particular 
S(S(a, /?), 5(7,5)) = S(S(a, 7), 5(/3,5)) 
holds for all a, /?, 7,6 € [0,1]. 
The set of all idempotents with respect to S, i.e. the set 
Es = {ae[01l]: S(a,a) = a}, 
is closed with respect to the operation S. Hence (ES,S) is a subsemigroup of 
([0,1], S). If Im(/i) C Es, then a fuzzy set /x is called an idempotent with respect 
to an s-norm S (briefly, an S-idempotent). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let S be an 5-norm. A function //: G -» [0,1] is called 
a fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G with respect to S (briefly, an S-fuzzy BCC-sub-
algebra) if ji(xy) < S(fi(x),fi(y)) for all x,y G G. If an S'-fuzzy BCC-algebra 
/i of G is idempotent, we say that /i is an idempotent S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra 
of G. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let S be an 5-norm defined by S0(a,0) = a = S0(0,a) and 
SQ{a,P) = 1 if a 7-- 0 ^ /?, where a,/? £ [0,1]. Let G = {0,a,b,c} be a 
BCC-algebra with the following Cayley table: 
0 a b c 
0 0 0 0 0 
a a 0 0 a 
Ь b a 0 Ь 
c c c c Ö 
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Define a fuzzy set \i\ G -» [0,1] by /i(0) = a 0 , fi(a) = /i(b) = ax and 
/L(c) = a 2 , where a 0 , a 1 , a 2 G [0,1] with a 0 < ax < a 2 . Routine calculations 
give that Lj is an 50-fuzzy subalgebra of G, which is not idempotent. 
E X A M P L E 3.4. Let G = {0,1, 2,3,4} be a BCC-algebra with the Cayley table: 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 0 0 
2 2 2 0 0 0 
3 3 3 1 0 0 
4 4 3 4 3 0 
Let Sm be an «s-norm defined by Sm(a,p) = min{a + /?, 1} for all a, J G 
[0,1]. Define a fuzzy set // in G by 
1 if xe {0,1,2}, 
otherwise. M*) =- { I 
It is easy to check that fi satisfies the inequality 
fi(xy) < Sm(fi(x),n(y)) 
for all x,y G G, and Im(/i) C .E^ . Hence /x is an idempotent fuzzy BCC-sub-
algebra of G with respect to Sm. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let Sm be the s-norm in Example 3.4 and let A be a 
BCC-subalgebra of G. Then a fuzzy set fi in G defined by 
џ(x) Чï 
0 if x G A , 
otherwise 
is an idempotent fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G with respect to Sm . 
P r o o f . Let x, y G G. If x $. A or y <£ A, then /i(x) = 1 or //(//) = 1 and 
so Sm(fi(x),fi(y)) = 1 > ^(xy) . Suppose that x G .4 and H G A. Then xy G .4 
and thus ji(xy) = 0 < Sm(fi(x), fi(y)). Obviously, Im(/v) C F;5w , completing 
the proof. • 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If /i is an idempotent S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G, lber 
/x(0) < /i(x) anrf /i(x?/) < max{/i(x),/L(y)} /Or a// x,yeG. 
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P r o o f . Indeed, ji(0) = n(xx) < S(fi(x),fi(x)) = p{x) for all x € G. 
Similarly 
m<ix{fi(x),/i(y)} = s(max{ti(x),fi(y)},max{fi(x),fi(y)}) 
> S(fi{x),fi{y)) > max{/I(x),/x(y)} 
for all x,y e G. Hence /i(xy) < S(fi{x),jj,{y)) = msx{fi{x),fi{y)} for all 
x,yeG. n 
THEOREM 3.7. Let // be a fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G with respect to an 
s-norm S and let a e [0,1]. Then 
(i) if S(a,a) = a , then the lower level set L{fi;a) of \i is either empty or 
a BCC-subalgebra of G ; 
(ii) if S{a, (3) = max{a, /?}, then the lower level set L{/JL; a) of n is either 
empty or a BCC-subalgebra of G, and moreover /x(0) < fi{x) for all 
xeG. 
P r o o f . 
(i) Assume that S(a, a) = a and L{/i;a) is non-empty. If x,y e L(ji;a), 
then 
V(xy) < S(fi(x),fi(y)) < S(fi(x),a) = S(a,fi(x)) < S(a,a) = a, 
which means that xy e L(fi; a). Hence L{/J,; a) is a BCC-subalgebra of G. 
(ii) If S{a,/3) = max{a,/?}, then S is an idempotent s-norm and by (i) 
every non-empty L{/j,;a) is a BCC-subalgebra of G. Moreover, for all x e G, 
we get 
fi{0) = fi{xx) < S(/i{x),fjl{x)) = max{/j,{x),ijL{x)} = n{x), 
which completes the proof. • 
COROLLARY 3.8. If ii in G is a fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G with respect to 
an idempotent s-norm S, then every non-empty lower level set L{fi;a) is a 
BCC-subalgebra of G. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let S be an s-norm and let \x be a fuzzy set in G. If every non-
empty lower level set L{[i;a) is a BCC-subalgebra of G, then \x is an S-fuzzy 
BCC-subalgebra of G. 
P r o o f . Assume that fi{x0y0) > S(fji(x0),ii{y0)) for some x0, y0 G G. Then 
max{/i(x0),/i(y0)} < S(v{x0),fi{y0)) < a0 < fi{x0y0) 
by taking a0 := \[fi{x0y0) + S(ti{x0)My0))]. It follows that x0,y0 e L{fi;a0) 
and x0y0 £ L(/x; a 0 ) . This is a contradiction, and hence /J, satisfies the inequality 
fi{xy) < S(fi{x),/ji{y)) for all x,y e G. • 
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4. Zero invariant fuzzy BCC-suba lgebras 
DEFINITION 4 . 1 . A fuzzy set ft in G is said to be a zero invariant (0-invai iant) 
if /i(0) = 0. 
Note that the fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G with respect to Sm in Proposi-
tion 3.5 is zero invariant. 
In the following theorem, we give a condition for a fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of 
G with respect to an .s-norm to be zero invariant. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S be an s-norm and let // be an S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra 
of G. If there is a sequence {xn} in G such that 
\immfS(n(xn),ti(xn)) = 0 , 
n-*oo 
then /i is a zero invariant. 
P r o o f . For any x G G, we have /x(0) = n(xx) < S(fi(x), fi(x)). Therefoie 
/i(0) < S(}i(xn),/i(xn)) for each n G N, and so 
0<fi(0) <l iminf5(/x( .rn) , / i (xn)) = 0 . 
n—>oo 
It follows that /i(0) = 0, i.e. \i is zero invariant. • 
If /i is a fuzzy set in G and 9 is a mapping from G into itself, wre define a 
mapping / i 0 : G -> [0,1] by fie(x) = /J,(Q(X)) for all x G G. 
PROPOSITION 4 .3 . Let S be an s-norm. If \i is an S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra 
of G and 0 is an endomorphism of G, then / i 0 is an S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra 
of G. Moreover, if /x is a zero invariant, then so is /IQ. 
P r o o f . For any x, y G G, we have 
HQ(xy) = n(e(xy)) = /i(e(x)0(»)) 
s(,i(Q(x)),,i(e(y))) = S(,ie(x),fj0(y)) . < 
Hence / i 0 is an S'-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G. 
Assume that /I is a zero invariant. Since 0(0) = 0, we get l/0(O) = //(0(O)) 
/i(0) = 0. This completes the proof. 
Let / be a mapping defined on G .If v is a fuzzy set in f(G), then the fu / \ 
set f~l(v) in G defined by [ / - 1 (^)](«r) = v(f(x)) for all x G G is callec t i e 
pre image of // under / . 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let S be an s-norm. An onto homomorphic preimage of a 
zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra is also a zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-sub-
algebra. 
P r o o f . Let f:G-)H be a homomorphism from a BCC-algebra G onto 
a BCC-algebra H and let v be a zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of H. 
Then 
[f-\v)\(xy) = v(f(xy))=v(f(x)f(y)) 
< S(v(f(x)),v(f(y))) = 5([/"1H](x), [ r 1 (i/)](y)) 
for all x,y G G, and 
[riM](o) = I,(/(o)) = Ko) = o. 
Hence f~l(v) is a zero invariant 5-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G. • 
DEFINITION 4.5 . Let /i be a fuzzy set in G and / a mapping defined on G. 
The fuzzy set ^ in f(G) defined by [i*(y) — inf ft(x) for all y G f(G) is 
called the anti image of ji under / . xe* ^y' 
An s-norm S on [0,1] is said to be continuous if S is a continuous function 
from [0,1] x [0,1] to [0,1] with respect to the usual topology. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let S be a continuous s-norm and let f be a homomorphism 
on G. If fi is a zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G. then the anti image 
of /.i under f is a zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of f(G). 
P r o o f . Let Ax = f~
l(yx), A2 = f~
l(y2) and Al2 = f~
l(yxy2), where 
yvy2 £ f(G). Consider the set 
AXA2 := {x G G : x = axa2 for some ax G Ax, a2 G A2} . 
If x G AXA2, then x = xxx2 for some xx G Ax, x2 G A2, and so f(x) = 
f(xxx2) = f(xl)f(x2) = yxy2, i.e., x G f~
l(yxy2) = A12. Thus AXA2 C Al2. It 
follows that 
vf(yiy2)= J?/ M(
X) = in/ M )̂ 
xef-1(yiy2) x<EA12 
< inf /i(x) < inf ^ ( x ^ ) 
XGA1A2 x i G / l i , 
X ' 2 GA2 
< inf ^ ( ^ ( x ^ ) , / / ^ ) ) . 
•T 1 € / i 1 , 
• r 2 G A 2 
Now 5 is continuous, and therefore if e is any positive number, then there exists 
a number S > 0 such that 
S(x\,x2) < S[ inf Ai(xi), inf /JL(X2)) + e, 
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whenever x\ < inf fi(xx) -f- 8 and x2 < inf fi(x2) + S. Choose ax G -42 and 
a2 € A2 such that 
^ ( a j < inf li(xx) + £ and l
l(a2) —
 m ^ M ^ ) + ^ • 
A'lGAl .T2EA2 
Then 
s(/x(a1),/i(a2)) < s ( inf ^ ( i j , inf /j(x2))+e. 
\ £ iE .4 i X2EA2 / 
Consequently 
^S(yxy2)<
 i nf 5(//(£1),/i(.£2)) 
X' 2 GA2 
< s ( inf fi(Xl), inf /i(x-2)) 
\x16A1 X2EA2 I 
= S ( M ! ( y 1 ) , / i % 2 ) ) . 
Moreover, L£^(0) = inf fi(x) < fi(0) = 0 and hence /xJ(0) = 0. Thus fJ is a 
xef-Ho) 
zero invariant fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of / (G) with respect to S. D 
5. Direct products and S-normed products 
PROPOSITION 5 .1 . Let S be an s-norm and let G = Gx x G2 be the direct 
product of BCC-algebras GY and G2 . If iil (resp. ii0) is a zero invariant S-fuzzy 
BCC-subalgebra of G1 (resp. G2), then 11 = fil x /i2 is a zero invariant S-fuzzy 
BCC-subalgebra of G defined by 
fi(xvx2) = (fix x /A 2 ) (X 1 ,X 2 ) = 5(//1(x1),/I(.r2)) 
for all (xx,x2) G G. 
P r o o f . Note that /I(0,0) = 5(f/1(0),/L2(0)) = 5(0,0) = 0. Let x -
(xxix2) and y = (y1,y2) be any elements of G. Then 
fi(xy) = fi((xi1x2)(yvy2)) = ^i(xxyvx2y2) 
= 5(/i1(.T]?/1),/i2(x2H2)) 
<5(5(/ i 1(x 1) , / i 1(H 1)) ,5( /x 2(x 2) , / i 2(?/ 2))) 
= 5^5(/i1(x-1),//2(x2)),5(/t1(H1),/L2(7/2))j 
= 5(/I(x1,x2),/L(H1,H2)) = S(ii(x)^i(y)) . 
Hence /i is a zero invariant 5-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G. D 
Now we will generalize the idea to the product of 7? > 2 fuzzy BCC-sub-
algebras with respect to 5 . We first need to generalize the domain of .s-norm to 
f] [0,1] as follows: 
?=i 
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DEFINITION 5.2. The function Sn: f[ [0,1] -> [0,1] is defined by 
i=l 
Sn(ai>a2i • • • > an) = S{<*i> Sn-1 («!>•••> «»-!> «i+l> • • • > <* J ) 
for all 1 < i < n, where n > 2, S2 = S and 5X = id (identity). 
Using the induction on n, we have the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5 .3. For any s-norm S and every ai,/3i G [0,1], where 1 < i < n 
and n > 2, we have 
Sn(S(a1,P1),S(a2,P2),...,S(an,pn)) 
= S(Sn(a1,a2,...,an),Sn(P1,P2,...,Pn)). 




ai>- • • >an) = S(- • • S(S(S(alta2),a3) a 4 ) , . . . , a n ) 
= S(a1, S(a2, S(a3,... S(an_1, an)...))). 
n 
THEOREM 5.5. Let S be an s-norm and let G = ]J Gi be the direct product 
i=l 
of BCC-subalgebras {Gi}
1^=1. If every fxi is a zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-sub-
n 
algebra of Gif where 1 < i < n, then fi = Yl Vi defined by 
i=l 
fi(xvx2,...,xn)= ( Y[l*iHx1,x2i...,xn) = Sn(iM1(x1),v2(x^ 
is a zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G. 
P r o o f . We first note that 
/x(0,0, . . . ,0) = S n ( / ^ 
Let x = (x1,x2,..., xn) and y = (y1, y2,..., yn) be any elements of G. Then, 
by the above Lemma 5.3, 
fi(xy) = fi(xiyi,x2y2,.. .,xnyn) 




= S(Sn 0*1 ( ^ l ) ^ 2 C T 2 ) - ••>^n(a:n))> Sn (•"_ (_/_ J , / - ^ ) > ' ' ' > ^ J J ) ) 
= S(fi(xl ,x2,..., xn),fi(y1, y2,..., yj) = S(fi(x), fi(y)) . 
Hence \i is a zero invariant /S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G. • 
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DEFINITION 5.6. Let S be an s-norm and let \JL and v be two fuzzy sets 
in G. Then the S-product of /t and v, denoted by [ji • v] , is defined by 
[^•v]s(x) = S(v(x),v(x)) 
for all x G G. 
Obviously [/i • v]s is a fuzzy set in G such that [/i • v]s = [v • fi]s . 
THEOREM 5.7. Let S be an s-norm and let ji and v be zero invariant S-fuzzy 
BCC-subalgebras of G. Let S* be an s-norm which dominates S, i.e., 
S*{S(a,1),S((3,8)) < S(S*(a,(1),S*(j,5)) 
for all a,/3,~(,5 G [0,1]. Then S*-product [/.i • v]s* is a zero invariant S-fuzzy 
BCC-subalgebra of G. 
P r o o f . Note that [/i-i/]5 ,(0) = S*(fi(0),v(0)) = 5*(0,0) = 0. Hence 
[/I • v]s* is zero invariant. For any x, y G G, we have 
l> • v]s* (
xv) = s* (v&y)* f(~y)) 
< S*(s(ti(x),fi(y)),S(v(x),v(y))) 
< s[s*(fi(x),v(x)),S*(fi(y),v(y))) 
= S([fi-v]s*(x), [}i'v]s*(y)), 
which proves that [ji • v]s* is an 5*-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G. D 
Let / : G -» G' be an onto homomorphism of BCC-algebras. If /I and v aic 
zero invariant S'-fuzzy BCC-subalgebras of G', then the S^-product [/I • z/]s* 
is a zero invariant .S'-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of G' whenever S* dominates 5 . 
Using Theorem 4.4, the preimages / _ 1 ( / j ) , f~l(v) and f~1 ([/t • v]s.) arc zcio 
invariant S'-fuzzy BCC-subalgebras of G. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let S and S* be s-norms in which S* dominates S. L t 
f: G —•> G' be an onto homomorphism of BCC-algebras. For any zero invariant 
S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebras II and v of G'. we have 
rl{\p-v]s.) = [rl{n)-r\>>j\s.-
P r o o f . Let x € G. Then 
r1(i»'4)(-)-k4(/(-)) 
= S* (/.(/(*)), !/(/(>))) = S* ([/- l(/')] (x), [/-1 (f)] (*)) 
= [r1(M)-r1w]5.w, 
completing the proof. D 
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THEOREM 5.9. Let S be a continuous s-norm, f a homomorphism on G, 
and let ft and v be zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebras of G. If an s-norm 
S* dominates S, then: 
P r o o f . Using Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 4.6 we known that the S'*-product 
[ft • v]s. is a zero invariant S-inzzy BCC-subalgebra of G, and that the 
5*-product [fj,f • v*]s+ is a zero invariant S-fuzzy BCC-subalgebra of / (G) . 
Moreover, for each y £ / (G) , we have 
(b'H:sO /(2/) = »rf >-^]S*0*0 = inf S*(/i(aO,i/(x)) 
>5*( inf /i(x), inf Wrr)) 
W / - 1 ^ ) ^GZ-MV) ' 
= 5*(^( i / ) ,^(y)) = [ ^ - i / ' ] 5 . ( y ) , 
and hence [fi* • ^ ] 5 * C ([// • ^]5*) . • 
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